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Electrical power system stability is of upmost importance for a secure and reliable supply of electrical energy to

residential, commercial and industrial premises. Voltage stability of microgrids, as new components of a power system, is

an emerging research area within the concept of power system stability. The main purpose of developing microgrids is to

facilitate the integration of renewable energy sources into the power grid. Renewable energy sources are normally

connected to the grid via power electronic inverters. As various types of renewable energy sources are increasingly

connected to the electrical power grid, power systems of the near future will have more inverter-based generators (IBGs)

instead of synchronous generators (SGs). Since IBGs have significant differences in their characteristics compared to

SGs , particularly with regard to their inertia and capability to provide reactive power, their impacts on the system

dynamics are different compared to SGs. A comprehensive review on voltage stability of power systems with the inclusion

of inverter-based generators is presented. 
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1. Introduction

Distributed generators (DGs), mostly based on renewable energy, interfaced to the power grid with power electronic

inverters are called inverter-based generators (IBGs), or sometimes more generally are called inverter-based resources

(IBRs). To make DERs controllable, they are put in the form of microgrids (MGs).

Synchronous generators (SGs) have well-defined controllers, which easily control the flow of both real and reactive power.

Also, an SG usually has a heavy rotor, which provides considerable inertia that prevents sudden changes in the speed of

the rotor, and this eventually helps maintain the stability of the power system when disturbances occur in a section of the

system. IBGs, on the other hand, do not naturally provide inertia except if it is made virtually. Also, power flow control in

IBGs is not as flexible as SG's control. Although control schemes have been developed to control IBGs active and reactive

power, firstly, they cannot be controlled over a wide range that was the case for SGs, and secondly, they have an

intermittent power output, which is almost continuously varying and is not exactly predictable. According to the report by

the IEEE PES Task Force on Microgrid Stability Analysis and Modeling , though having a generating unit close to the

load in an MG helps in the reduction of voltage drop, the limitation on the output current of IBRs is a crucial factor for

voltage instability of MGs. A Microgrid generates dynamics that impact the direction of the current flow and its magnitude

. Furthermore, the short-circuit capacity of an IBG compared to an SG is low, which may cause a considerable drop in

the MG fault level . The low short-circuit capacity also limits its ability in providing the inrush current for induction

motors , and creates a bus with lower strength compared with a similar bus connected to an SG.

These characteristics of IBGs cause some significant changes in the system characteristics concerning the power system

stability and in particular the voltage stability . To address these changes, various operation and control schemes have

been proposed for power IBGs, for example .

2. Voltage Stability of Microgrids

Microgrids are managed autonomously, and act as either consumers or generators from both grid and market

perspectives . Microgrids can isolate themselves from the main power network in case of a fault or large disturbance

. The disconnection or reconnection is done through a single point of connection to the utility known as the point of

common coupling (PCC). A microgrid must meet the established interface and interoperation requirements at the PCC,

such as the one defined in the IEEE Standard 1547 for connecting inverters . 

Microgrid voltage stability phenomenon is broadly classified based on disturbances in the system; however, it can be

further classified based on various other factors: whether the microgrid operates grid-connected or islanded; whether the

study is about the DC-link voltage stability or it is about the system voltage stability; whether the system response to a
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small disturbance is examined or its response to large disturbance; and all other factors that affect the microgrid voltage

stability such as the Q-V droop sensitivity, the inverter dynamics, load dynamics, and dynamics of other components, e.g.,

under load transformers tap changers. Figure 1 shows some of these classifications and the corresponding factors.

Figure 1. Study line for voltage stability in microgrids.

Static voltage stability analysis is usually not sufficient for MGs , and dynamic voltage stability analysis should be

used. It is obvious that to be effective in enhancing voltage stability, IBGs should have active and reactive power control to

support the system. Many voltage support strategies for grid-connected IBGs have been reported in the literature, such as

. Enhancing voltage stability of islanded MGs with voltage support is reported in . To mitigate the voltage

instability of islanded MGs, prioritized reactive current injection from the inverter has been presented as a means for

voltage support. Since islanded MGs contain considerable resistive line parameters , a sufficient active current

component is also required in conjunction with the reactive current to enhance the dynamic voltage stability. Based on this

requirement, effective coordination between the active and reactive current components for an IBG has been proposed in

.

2.1. Microgrid Configurations

A general criterion for a bus of a power grid to contribute towards voltage stability is to be a strong bus, i.e., having high

strength, giving smaller voltage changes in response to disturbances that may occur . The PCC of an MG is generally

classified as a weak junction; it has a low short-circuit level and limited frequency/voltage control capability. Therefore, the

first point of study for microgrid voltage stability should consider the microgrid layout architecture. Microgrid topology has

considerable impact on loadability and voltage stability. It should be noted that a meshed-networked microgrid has the

highest loadability while a radial network has the lowest loadability and this fact should be considered when evaluating

voltage stability of microgrids.

A microgrid may also be categorized based on the type of the loads it is serving as an AC microgrid or a DC microgrid.

Although the AC loads are the prominent type of loads in electrical systems, DC MGs have started attracting attention due

to several advantages, including their direct inherent simple DC connectivity, improved efficiency with less power

conversions and associated losses, and lack of reactive power complexity . A particular topology of interest is a DC

microgrid connected to an AC grid. Reference  presents a qualitative comparison analysis of power management

systems for grid-connected DC MGs. A seamless interchange method between interconnected and islanded mode of a

DC MG is presented in . A feasible power flow solution of DC MGs and analysis of existence of the feasible power flow

solution of the DC MG under droop control is presented in . The large-signal stability analysis of a DC MG from a

system-level perspective is presented in  based on the Lyapunov method. In , a seamless disconnection of DC MGs

from upstream power grid is presented. In , DC MGs are used as Virtual Synchronous Machines (VSM) connected to

the AC grid. An autonomous integration concept for DC microgrids into the AC grid is proposed based on the VSM

concept. It utilizes a DC–AC converter as a universal VSM-based interface (VSMBI) between the AC grid and various

DERs connected on the DC side. A review on protection of DC MGs is presented in . 

Control of DC MGs and their load sharing are other active research areas. DC MGs are controlled for two main objectives:

regulating the DC-link voltage to maintain the power balance between the sources and loads under steady state, and

controlling dynamic conditions, which is a key for the reliable and stable operation of DC MG and load sharing while in the

isolation mode . Appropriate load sharing approaches are used to distribute the loads in proportion to rated power of

the participant converters, which reduce the stress on each source and prevent the circulating currents . The most

widely implemented methods for sharing loads are the droop-based control methods, in which load sharing is achieved by

adding a virtual resistance control loop as an external loop for the converter’s voltage control loop to facilitate sharing of

the currents. The main advantage of droop-based control methods is its simplicity and ease of use. However, its accuracy

is affected by voltage deviations due to dynamics of the loads and resistances of the power lines . In order to improve

the load sharing accuracy, centralized approaches based on communication networks were proposed.

2.2. Interlinking Converters, DC-Link Voltage, and Islanded Microgrids

The DC-link and interlinking converters (ICs) are key elements for coupling DGs into a microgrid. In an AC grid, active

power flow is proportional to the voltage angle δ, hence frequency can be controlled by the active power or vice versa. In

a DC grid, the active power flow is proportional to the DC voltage. Therefore, the DC link voltage can be controlled by the

power and vice versa. The control system of a DC microgrid is considerably simpler than an AC microgrid due to the

absence of control complexity for angular and frequency stability. The autonomous control of various parallel-connected

converters can be easily realized through a DC bus signal control method where different voltage levels represent
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different operating states . Stabilization of the DC-link voltage is also an important factor for maintaining microgrid

dispatchability. As a common design criterion, droop control is implemented with the largest droop coefficient, while

limiting the DC voltage deviation at the maximum load condition . Besides normal droop control, non-linear and

adaptive droop control were also researched to achieve acceptable voltage regulation at full load . 

DGs may act as dispatchable or non-dispatchable units. Since dispatchable units are mainly responsible for stabilizing the

voltage of the DC microgrid, grid forming ICs operating as constant voltage sources employ outer voltage control loops

and inner current loops to stabilize the DC-link voltage to a set reference voltage . Non-dispatchable energy units are

mainly responsible for maintaining constant power output. Their corresponding ICs are known as grid-feeding converters

and also require DC-link voltage as one of the signals in its constant current control loop . In grid-connected mode, the

grid normally absorbs all the power generated by IC in a microgrid. However, in the cases of grid loss, each inverter

should receive, from a supervisory controller, new settings of the output power suitable to the microgrid load. However,

slow-acting supervisory control may lead to significant DC link voltage rise due to the excess of circulating power among

the ICs during low load . In islanded AC–DC hybrid microgrids (HMG), the amount and direction of power transfer is

realized through a droop characteristic implemented by the IC. The IC interfacing autonomous AC and DC subgrids

always consider the loadability of both subgrids by measuring the frequency of AC grid and voltage of DC grid. The

normalized frequency and normalized DC voltage are then utilized to determine the droop characteristic of HMG . 

2.3. The Effect of Size and Duration of Disturbance

Another line of study for the microgrid voltage stability can be classified in terms of size and duration of disturbances, and

the physical nature of voltage instability . There may be different factors leading to various forms of disturbances

resulting in voltage instability problems. 

2.4. The Effect of Load Dynamics

Load dynamics affect the voltage instability among other factors. Load dynamics depend upon several parameters such

as variation of active and reactive power flows with voltage and frequency. Usually, a microgrid with a constant-impedance

static load has stable dynamics. Conversely, a microgrid with a constant-power load (CPL) may become unstable due to

incremental negative impedance, which may result in the collapse of the load bus voltage. Many loads like motor drives or

electronic loads with closed-loop power electronic converters behave as CPLs. On the other hand, the open-loop

converter behaves like a resistive load . During a small disturbance, the load current increases to keep the constant

power output and at the same time, the load voltage will decrease. In case of an improper converter control, the load

voltage may drop to very small values close to zero and may lead to complete voltage collapse . Fault-induced delayed

voltage recovery (FIDVR) is also a factor in the voltage stability of microgrids having high level of inductive loads.

Induction motors under stalling condition may absorb up to three times their nominal reactive power to re-magnetize. The

insufficient reactive power supply in such cases leads to system voltage instability. An effective strategy to improve

voltage stability in a microgrid with multi-induction motor (MIM) loads was proposed by applying methods of superimposed

starting strategy and fast motor cutting strategy .

For a constant sending-end voltage, a sudden reduction in the receiving-end load lagging power factor (i.e., an increase in

receiving-end load reactive power) can cause the system to change from a stable operating condition to an unsatisfactory

and possibly unstable operating condition , as shown in the P-V curve in Figure 2. The penetration of DG units in a

microgrid can increase or decrease the voltage stability margin depending on their power factors as well as their locations.

For the long-term voltage stability, it is more beneficial to have DGs operating at generating lagging power factors to

improve the voltage security margin, i.e., increasing the distance to voltage collapse. When a DG operates at a leading

power factor, the short-term voltage stability is generally improved as the voltage dips are reduced.

Figure 2. Effect of reactive power compensation on the P-V characteristic.
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2.5. Coordination of Voltage Control Loops

Reactive power is generally supplied for improving the bus/feeder voltage profile during short-term faults. In islanded

microgrid clusters, where generating units are nearby and feeder lengths are relatively short, it is easy to achieve desired

reactive power-sharing by manipulating voltage control associated with DGs.
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